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Idempotent distributive semirings. I 

F. PASTIJN and A. ROMANOWSKA 

0. Introduction 

(0.1) 

(0.2) 

A semiring (S, + , •) is an algebra of type (2,2) where 

(S, + ) is a semigroup 

(S, •) is a semigroup 

(0.3) (a+b)c = ac+bc and a(b+c) = ab+ac for all a, b, ciS. 

We shall always write ab instead of a • b, and we suppose that • links stronger than + ; 
with this assumption we can omit brackets. 

The semiring (S, + , •) is idempotent if 

i.e. the reducts (S, + ) and (S, •) are bands. We say that the semiring (S, + , •) is 
distributive if 

(0.5) ab+c = (a+c)(b+c) and a+bc = (a+b)(a+c) for all a, b, ciS. 

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the structure of idempotent distributive semi-r 
rings which henceforth will be called ID-semirings. 

We refer the reader to [6], [7] for a construction and a classification of bands. We 
shall assume that the reader is acquainted with the definition of the Plonka sum of 
a semilattice ordered system of algebras [8]. 

We shall now list diverse examples which supply the motivation for our investi-
gations. 

Resu l t 1 ([1], Corollary 8):Let (/, •)and(A, •) be any semigroups. On lxA=S 
we define an addition and a multiplication in the following way. For all (i, A), (J, fi)€S, 
let 

(0.4) a+a = a = aa for all azS, 

(0.6) (¿, A) + 0', H) = 0, V), and (i, A)(j, n) = (ij, Xp). 
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Then (5, -f , •) is a semiring for which the additive reduct is a rectangular band; 
conversely, every semiring for which the additive reduct is a rectangular band is iso-
morphic to a semiring constructed in this fashion. 

We give a direct proof for the sake of completeness. 

Proof . Let 5 be a semiring for which the additive reduct is a rectangular band, 
and let us introduce the relations ^ and if on S in the following way: 

adtb if and only if a+b=b and b+a=a, 

a&b if and only if a-\-b=a and b+a=b. 

It should be evident that (ft and i f are equivalence relations and that i f 001 is the 
equality. Let S/&=I and S/@=A, and for any aiS, let / a e 5 / i f = / denote 
the if-class of a, and XaaS\0t=A the S?-class containing a. By the foregoing the 
mapping <p: S—IXA, a—(i„, Xa) is an injective mapping. Let (i, X) be any element 
of IX A. Then i—ia and X=Xb for some a,beS; since (S, + ) is a rectangular 
band it follows that ia=ib+a and Xb=Xb+a. We conclude that 

(', = Oa, ¿b) = 0>+a, ¿b+J = (b + a)tp. 

Thus the injection (p is in fact a bijection onto IXA. 
From (0.3) it follows that i f and Si are congruence relations. From the above 

we then have S^S/&XSI@=IXA by <p. 
We consider the semiring 7=S / i f . Let ia, ib be any elements of I. Then 

1 a~)~lb = la+b = lb 

since (a+b)+b=a+b and b+(a+b)=b. Hence the additive reduct of I is a right-
zero semigroup. Analogously, the additive reduct of A is a left-zero semigroup. 
We conclude that every semiring for which the additive reduct is a rectangular band 
may be constructed as stated above. 

The direct part is obvious. 

Coro l l a ry 1. Let (S, +, •) be a semiring for which the additive reduct is a rec-
tangular band. Then (S, +, •) is distributive if and only if (S, +, •) is idempotent. 

Obviously the semiring (S, + , • ) = ( I X A , + , •) of Result 1 is an ID-semiring 
if and only if the semigroups (/, •) and (A, •) are bands. 

We shall say that an ID-semiring is a rectangular [normal, left-zero, ...] semiring 
if and only if both the reducts are rectangular [normal, left-zero, ...] bands. A nest 
(S, +, •) is an algebra of type (2,2) which satisfies 

(0.7) a+b = b 
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and 
(0.8) ab = a 

for all a,b£S[2] [18]. It is easy to see that a nest is necessarily an ID-semiring where 
the additive reduct is a right-zero band and the multiplicative reduct a left-zero band. 
Using the notations of Result 1 we can state that any nest is of the form (Ix A, +, •) 
where | / | = 1 and where (A, •) is a left-zero band. A dual nest (S, + , •) is an ID-
semiring where 
(0.9) a+b = a 
and 
(0.10) ab = b 

holds for all a,beS. With the notations of Result 1 we have that a dual nest is of 
the form (IXA, + , •) where |/1| = 1 and where (I, •) is a right-zero band. A left-
zero semiring is of the form (IX A, + , •) where \A\ = l and where (I, •) is a left-
zero band, whereas a right-zero semiring is of the form (IX A, + , •) where | / | = 1 
and where (A, •) is a right-zero band. 

C o r o l l a r y 2. A semiring is rectangular if and only if it is the direct product of 
a left-zero semiring, a right-zero semiring, a nest and a dual nest. 

Proof . Let (S, + , •) be a rectangular semiring. Since the additive reduct is a 
rectangular band, (S, + , -)=(IxA, + , •) can be constructed as in Result 1, 
where (I, •) and (A, •) are rectangular bands. It follows that (I, •) is of the form 
(hXh, •)> where 

k)(ji,j2) = (h,jz) 

for all (t\, z2), (ji, A) € A X /2 , whereas (A, •) is of the form (A^XA2, •)> where 

(¿ i , A2)0i1( fl2) = ( l i , fi2)-

Therefore the rectangular semiring (S, + , •) must be isomorphic to (IyXhXAyX 
XA2, + , •)» where 

O'i, h, h , ¿2) + 0 i J 2 . Hi, H2) = 0i> h, Hi, Hi), 

O'i. h, Ai> A2)0i>72J Hi, HZ) — (h,ji, Hi) 

for all hJiS.Ii, ¡2, € /2, Ai,/ZjS/li.'and A2, ¿i26/l2. Hence (S, + , •) is isomorphic 
to the direct product of the left-zero semiring /x , the right-zero semiring A2, the nest 
A1 and the dual nest /2 . Conversely, any such direct product must yield a rectangulan 
semiring. 

Let us consider the variety N of nests, ZW of dual nests, LZ of left-zero semirings 
and RZ of right-zero semirings. Since all the equivalence relations of algebras in these 
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classes are congruence relations, all subdirectly irreducible algebras contain exactly 
two elements. Hence the varieties LZ, RZ, N and DN are atoms in the lattice of varie-
ties of rectangular semirings. It is easy to see that an arbitrary algebra in a join of 
some of the varieties N, DN, LZ and RZ is a direct product of algebras in the compo-
nent varieties. This follows from [11] Theorem 1 (the suitable polynomials are just 
xy or x+y). Hence any subdirectly irreducible algebra in a join of some of the varie-
ties N, DN LZ and RZ belongs to one of the component varieties. These remarks 
imply the following description of the lattice of varieties of rectangular semirings. 

Coro l l a ry 3. There are exactly 16 varieties of rectangular semirings. They form 
a Boolean lattice. 

The variety LZV RZ\J NV DN is equal to the variety of rectangular semirings. 
Each one of the "join" subvarieties of the variety of rectangular semirings is defined 
by the identities for rectangular semirings and by one additional identity: 

LZMRZ 
LZMN 
LZVDN 
RZyN 
RZVDN 
NVDN x+y - yx 

xy+x — x 

x+yx = x 

x+xy — X 

yx+x = X 

x+y = xy 
xy = X 

x+y = X 

x+y = y 
xy = y 

LZVRZVN 
LZ\f RZVDN 
LZ\JN\JDN 
RZVNyDN 

LZvRZvNvDN 

T 
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Proof . The first part of the corollary is clear from the previous remarks. The 
second part can be easily proved using standard methods. Let us show for example 
that the variety LZV RZ is defined by the identities for rectangular semirings and 
the identity x+y=xy. If the ID-semiring (5, + , •) belongs to the variety Z.ZV RZ, 
it is a product of a left-zero semiring and a right-zero semiring. So it is easy to see 
that the identity x+y=xy is satified. Conversely, if a rectangular semiring (S, + , •) 
satisfies this identity, then by Corollary 2, we conclude that it is in fact isomorphic to 
the direct product of a left-zero semiring and a right-zero semiring. 

Let us again consider the semiring (S, + , -) = (lxA, + , •) of Result 1. Then 
(5, + ) is a left-zero [right-zero] band if and only if |/1| = 1 [|/ | = 1], and if this is 
the case then (5, + , •) may be identified with (/, + , •) [(A, + , •)]• It follows 
that any semigroup may be represented as the multiplicative reduct of a semiring. 
In particular, any band may be represented as the multiplicative reduct of an ID-
semiring. This fact has been observed by many authors (see e.g. [20] Example 2.3.4). 

A semiring (S, + , •) is called a mono-semiring if 

(0.11) a+b = ab 

holds for all a,bzS, that is, if the two operations -I- and • coincide. If (S, +, •) 
is an idempotent semiring which is also a mono-semiring, then (S, 4-) and (S, •) 
must be normal bands, and (S, + , •) needs to be distributive. Conversely, any nor-
mal band is the additive (or multiplicative) reduct of an ID-mono-semiring ([20], 
Theorem 4.4.2). Left-zero semirings and right-zero semirings need to be mono-semi-
rings. A rectangular mono-semiring is the direct product of a left-zero semiring and 
a right-zero semiring. An ID-mono-semiring is the Plonka sum (in the sense of [8]) 
of a semilattice ordered system of rectangular mono-semirings [19]. 

An idempotent semiring (S, + , •) where the reducts (S, + ) and (S, •) a.re semi-
lattices has been called a --distributive bisemilattice in [4][12][13][14], If moreover 
(S, + , •) is distributive, then (5, + , •) is called a distributive bisemilattice [15] 
(distributive quasilattices in [9]). Here the distributive lattices form the main example. 
Another particular case consists of the mono-semirings where the two reducts are 
semilattices: they will be called mono-bisemilattices. We remark that mono-bisemi-
lattices could as well be identified with semilattices. A distributive bisemilattice is the 
Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered system of distributive lattices [9]. 
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1. Normal semirings 

In this section we investigate the structure of normal semirings, i.e. semirings 
satisfying the identities 
(1.1) xyzw = xzyw, 

(1.2) x+y+z+w = x+z+y+w. 

We shall see later (Theorem 2.3) that any ID-semiring can "in principle" be construct-
ed from normal semirings. 

First, let (5, + , •) be any ID-semiring. On S we introduce the equivalence 
+ + 

relations i f , M, i f , !% which are given by 

+ 

(1.3) a£?b if and only if a+b — a and b+a = b 

+ 

(1.4) aStb if and only if a+b = b and b+a = a 

(1.5) akb if and only if ab = a and ba = b 

(1.6) a&b if and only if ab = b and ba = a. 
Obviously !%, £ o < k = 0 l o £ = g i and <£, M, & o 0 t = 0 t o & = ® are the usual 
relations of Green for the bands (S, + ) and (S1, •) respectively [7]. It is easy to see 
that i f and 0t are congruence relations on the reduct (S, + ) [1]. Hence 9> is a con-
gruence relation on the reduct (S, +). On the other hand 2> is the least congruence 
on (S, •) for which (S/$i, •) is a semilattice. Thus, Qi is a congruence relation on 
the ID-semiring (S, +, •) and it is in fact the least congruence on the semiring 
(S, +, •) for which the quotient has a multiplicative reduct which is a semilattice. 

+ By interchanging the role of + and • we can state a similar result for Q}. Consequently 
+ 

By 2 is the least congruence on the ID-semiring (5, + , •) for which the quotient 
is a distributive bisemilattice. 

T h e o r e m 1. Everynormal semiring(S, +, •) isasubdirectproduct of (i) a nor-
mal semiring Sl which has a left normal additive reduct and a right normal multi-
plicative reduct, (ii) a left normal semiring S2, (iii) a normal semiring S3 which has a 
right normal additive reduct and a left normal multiplicative reduct and (iv) a right nor-
mal semiring S4, where S, Sx, S2, S3 and S4 have the same greatest bisemilattice ho-
momorphic image. 
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+ + 
Proof . Since (S, + ) is a normal band, 01 and J5f are congruences on (5, + ) 

+• + + + 
[6] [19]. Therefore 01 and J5f are congruences on S, and since 0tC\Z£ is the equality, 

+ 
we have that S is a subdirect product of the normal semirings V=S/@ and 

W=S/J?. Since 0t<gg>\l® and it follows that S, V and W have the 
+ + + . . 

same greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image. Let 0ly, Qsv, <£v, 3tv, 9)v 
+ + + . . . 

and 0lw, Q>w, 0tw, 2W be the corresponding relations of Green for the 
+ + + 

normal semirings V and W respectively. Since ££'v=3>y, and 01 v is trivial, we know 
that the additive reduct of V is a left normal band. Dually, the additive reduct of 
W is a right normal band. Again, ¿V a n d are congruences on V. Putting 
Vjiy and S2=V/$v, we have that V is a subdirect product of and S2) where 
V, S1 and S2 have the same greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image, and where 
Sx and iS*2 are as stated in the theorem. On the other hand, W is a subdirect product 
of S3=W/®w and Si = W/&w, where W, S3 and 54 have the same greatest bise-
milattice homomorphic image, and where S3 and 54 are as stated in the theorem. 

T h e o r e m 2. An ID-semiring (S, +, •) is left [right] normal if and only if S 
divides the direct product of (i) a left-zero [right-zero\ semiring 7\, (ii) the greatest 
bisemilattice homomorphic image T2 of S, (iii) a normal semiring T3 for which the 
additive reduct is a left-zero [right-zero] band and the multiplicative reduct a semilatti-
ce, and (iv) a normal semiring Tt for which the additive reduct is a semilattice and the 
multiplicative reduct a left-zero [right-zero] band. 

Proof . Let us suppose that S is a left normal semiring. 
1. Let (V, + , •) be the semiring where V— S, such that the additive reduct 

(V, + ) coincides with the additive reduct (S, +), and such that for all a, b€S=V, 
ab—a in (V, •). Clearly V is a normal semiring for which the additive reduct is 
a left normal band and the multiplicative reduct a left-zero band. 

¿=3) is the least congruence relation on S for which the multiplicative reduct 
of the quotient is a semilattice. Hence W=S/££ is a normal semiring for which 
the additive reduct is a left normal band and the multiplicative reduct a semilattice, 
and the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of W is exactly the same as the 
greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of S. For every x€S, let Lx denote the 
¿-class containing x. From [6][19] it follows that for any a, x€S, we have L x ^ L a 

in (W, •), that is Lx=LxLa=LaLx, if and only if x = x a in (S, •) or, if and only 
if xSPax. In this case ax is the only element of Lx which commutes with a. 

Let us consider the semiring VxW, and the subset R of VY.W which is given 
by R= {(a, Lx)\Lx^La in S/&}. Let (a, Lx) and (b, Ly) be any elements of R. 
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Since LxLy^LxsLa, we have (a, Lx)(b, Ly)=(a, LxLy)—(a, Lxy)zR. From xa=x 
and yb—y, we have (x+y)(a+y)=xa+y=x+y and (a+y)(a+b)=a+yb—a+y, 
thus Lx+y^La+y^La+b, and so (a, Lx) + (b, Ly) = (a+b, Lx+Ly) = (a+b, Lx+y)aR. 
We conclude that R is a subsemiring of VxWi 

We now introduce the mapping <p: R—S, (a, Lx)—ax. This mapping is well-
defined, since ax is the unique element of Lx which commutes with a. Further, cp 
is surjective, since (x, Lx)eR for all xiS, and (x, Lx)q>=x. Again, let (a, Lx) 
and (b, Ly) be any elements of R. Since axiLx and byeLy, we have ax+by a 

=Lx+y. Further, ax+by—a(ax)+by—(a+by)(ax+by)— (a+b(by)) • 
• (ax+by)=(a+b)(a+by)(ax+by) from which it follows that ax+by is the. unique 

element of Lx+y which commutes with a+b. Thus (a+b, Lx+y)(p=ax+by, and so 
(a, Lx)cp+(b, Ly)q>=ax+by=(a+b, Lx+y)(p = ((a, Lx)+(b, Ly))(p. Since yb =y, we 
have by the left normality of (S, •) that (a, Lx)q>(b, Ly)q>=axby-axyb=axy= 
=(a, Lxy)(p = ((a, Lx)(b, Ly))(p. We conclude that <p is a homomorphism of R onto S. 
Hence, S divides the direct product of V and W, where the greatest bisemilattice 
homomorphic image of V is trivial, and where S and W have the same greatest bise-
milattice homomorphic image. 

2. By interchanging the role of + and •, and using the same method as in 1, 
we can now show that V divides the direct product of a left-zero semiring T± and a 
normal semiring T4 for which the additive reduct is a semilattice and the multiplica-
tive reduct a left-zero band. Here 7\ is the left-zero semiring with carrier S=V, 
and T4 is the normal semiring for which the additive reduct is the semilattice + + 
(Yl&v, , + ) and the multiplicative reduct the left-zero band on the set 

+ + 
F/JS%=S)S£. Similarly, W divides the direct product of a normal semiring T3 for 
which the additive reduct is a left-zero band and the multiplicative reduct a semilattice, 
and a normal semiring T2 which is actually a distributive bisemilattice. Here the addi-
tive reduct of T3 is the left-zero band on the set S/J£, whereas the multiplicative re-

+ 
duct of T3 coincides with the semilattice (S/SC, •); on the other hand Tz=QVj£?w)= + . + 
=s SI(Z£\l!£), where Sj(3?\Ji£) is the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of S. 
We conclude that S divides the direct product of the semirings Ts and Tx. 

3. The semirings T^,T2,T3, T4 mentioned in the theorem are all left normal 
semirings. Therefore every semiring which divides their direct product must also be 
left normal. 

In a similar fashion we can prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3. An ID-semiring (S, +, •) has a right [left] normal additive reduct 
and a left [right] normal multiplicative reduct if and only if S divides the direct product 
of (i) a nest [dual nest] 7\, (ii) the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image T2 of 
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S, (iii) a normal semiring T3 for which the additive reduct is a right-zero [ileft-zero] 
band and the multiplicative reduct a semilattice, and (iv) a normal semiring T4 for 
which the additive reduct is a semilattice and the multiplicative reduct a left-zero [right-
zero] band. 

By Result 0.1, Corollary 0.2, Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, we can now conclude 
to the following division theorem for normal semirings in general. 

Theorem 4. An ID-semiring (S, +, •) isnormal if and only if S divides the direct 
product of (i) a rectangular semiring 7\, (ii) the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic 
image T2of S, (iii) a normal semiring T3for which the additive reduct is a rectangular 
band and the multiplicative reduct a semilattice, and (iv) a normal semiring T4for which 
the additive reduct is a semilattice and the multiplicative reduct a rectangular band. 

It should be remarked that the components TX,T2, T3 and can be constructed 
in terms of sets, semilattices and distributive lattices (Result 0.1, Corollary 0.2, 
[9])-

Lemma 5. The greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of a normal semiring 
(S, +, •) is a distributive lattice if and only if S satisfies the identity 

(1.7) = x. 

Proof . A distributive bisemilattice which satisfies (1.7) must be a distributive 
lattice [9]. Therefore the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of a normal se-
miring satisfying (1.7) must be a distributive lattice. Let us conversely suppose that 
the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of the normal semiring (S, +, •) 
is a distributive lattice. By the foregoing theorem we know that 5 divides the direct 
product of 7i, r 2 , T3 and r 4 , where 7\, T3 and Tt are as stated in Theorem 4, and 
where T2 is a distributive lattice. One easily checks that 7\, T2, T3 and JT4 satisfy 
(1.7). Thus S satisfies (1.7). 

Theorem 6. An ID-semiring (S, +, •) is a normal semiring if and only if S is 
the Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered system of normal semirings that satisfy the 
generalized absorption law (1.7). 

Proof . Let E be the set of all equations which hold for all normal semirings for 
which the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image is a distributive lattice. Let 
R(E) denote the set of equations which are consequences of E and which are regular. 
Let KE and KR(E} denote the equational classes defined by E and R(E), respectively. 
Since (1.7) belongs to E we have from Theorem 1 of [10] that KR(E} consists of those 
algebras which are the Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered system of algebras 
which belong to KE. Evidently the algebras which belong to KE are exactly the normal 
semirings satisfying (1.7), and since the equations (0.1), (0.2), (0.3), (0.4), (0.5), 
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(1.1) and (1.2) are all regular, it is obvious that KRiE) consists of normal semirings. 
The normal semirings 7\, T3 and which appear in Theorem 4 all belong to KE 

since their greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image is trivial. It follows from [9] 
that distributive bisemilattices belong to KR(E). Thus the normal semirings T1 ; T2, 
T3 and r 4 of Theorem 4 all belong to KR(E). Since KR(E) is an equational class it 
follows from Theorem 4 that every normal semiring belongs to KR(E). 

Remark . If we restrict ourselves to mono-semirings, then Theorem 6 is equi-
valent with the result of [19] which states that every normal band is the Plonka sum 
of a semilattice ordered system of rectangular bands. Our Theorem 6 also generalizes 
Plonka's decomposition of distributive bisemilattices [9]; this latter generalization 
goes in another direction than Padmanabhan's generalization of Plonka's result: 
we keep distributivity but abandon commutativity, Padmanabhan keeps commuta-
tivity but abandons distributivity [5]. 

It will be manifest for the reader that we actually used [19] and [9] in our proofs 
towards Theorem 6. We could have given a direct proof by showing that for every 
normal semiring (S, + , •) 

/ : S 2 - S , (x, > ' ) - * ( * + j + x ) x 

is a partition function of (5, + , •) (in the sense of [8]). Our procedure via Result 
0.1, Corollary 0.2, Theorems 1 to 4, has the advantage that it gives insight in part of 
the lattice of subvarieties of the variety of normal semirings. 

In the next section we generalize Theorem 6 for arbitrary ID-semirings. 

2. A decomposition of ID-semirings 

+ 
Let (S, + , •) be any ID-semiring. Then Sj@> and S/2i are ID-semirings where 

+ 
one of the reducts is a semilattice. Our first result here states that S/3> and S/S> must 
be normal semirings. 

Theorem 1. Let (S, - f , •) be an ID-semiring where (S, +) is a semilattice. 
Then (S, •) is a normal band. 

Proof . Clearly 3i is the least congruence on (S, + , •) for which the quotient is 
a distributive bisemilattice. For any a a S we denote the ©-class containing a by a. 
The distributive bisemilattice • T= is the Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered 
system of distributive lattices 

[9]. 
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Let a and b any elements of S, such that ab=ba=b. Clearly aB—Ba=B in 
the distributive bisemilattice T, and so a£Ta,BzTp for some a, with a. 
We distinguish two cases: L ct=P, and 2. a>/?. 

1. If tx.—ji, then a and E belong to the same distributive lattice Ta. Let x b e 
any element of B which satisfies xa—ax=x. Then x+a—a+xia+B=a. One 
readily checks that. also bx+b€b, and (bx+b)a=a(bx+b)=bx+b, and so 
bx+b+a=a. Consequently b=ba=b(bx+b+a)=bx+b and dually b=xb+b. 
If we interchange the role of x and b we also have x=xb+x=bx+x. Further, 
xb+bx = (xb+bx)2=(xbf+(xb) (bx)+(bx) (xb)+(bxf = xb+x+b+bx = (b+xf = 
=b+x and so b=b+xb+bx=xb+bx—xb+bx+x=x. We conclude that b is 
the only element of its ^-class which is a solution of xa—ax=x. . . 

2. Let us now suppose that a>/?. From ab=b it follows that (aq>xp)B=aB=B, 
where a(pa^, BiTp. Since Tf is a distributive lattice, we also have a+B=a(px>p+B=. 

and consequently a+bia<pxp. One can see that (a+b)a=a(a+b)—a+b. 
Let y be any element of a(pXtP which satisfies ya=ay—y. Clearly y+a=a+yeaq>xp, 
and since a(px>p forms a multiplicative rectangular band, we have a+y=y+a= 
=(a+y)y(a+y)=(a+y)(ya+y2)=(a+y)y=ay+y2=y. Similarly y(a+b), (a+b)y£ 
iaq>Xtp and a+y(a+b)=y(a+b), a+(a+b)y-(a+b)y: 

Therefore, 

a+b '= (a+b)y(<z+b) = (a+b)y((a+b) + a ) = (a+b)y(a+b)+(a+b)y = 

= (a+b)+(a+b)y = (a+b)(a+y)= (a+b)y = (a+(a+b))y = 

= y+(a+b)y = y(a+b)y+(a+b)y = (y+a)(a+b)y = y(a+b)y = y, 

and we conclude that a+b is the only element of the -class acpXip. which is a solu-
tion of ya=ay=y. Let x be any element of B which satisfies xa=ax=x. Again 
a+x€aq>Xtp and a(a+x)=(a+x)a—a+x, and so by the foregoing we have a+x= 
=a+b. Furthermore b=(a+b)b=b(a+b), x=(a+x)x = (a+b)x=x(a+x) = 
—x(a+b), where x,btB, and where B and a+b belong to the same distributive 
lattice Tfi. By 1. we conclude that b—x. Therefore, b is the only element of its ^-class 
which is a solution of ax=xa=x. 

From 1. and 2. we conclude that aB—B in S\3) implies; that with every a€a 
there corresponds a unique b 65 which is a solution of ax=xa=x. Therefore 
(S, •) is a normal band [6]. . ;. • r 

Theo rem 2. For an ID-semiring (S, +, •) the following are equivalent. 
. + . 

(l) is the equality, 
(ii) (S, + , •) satisfies 

(2.1) xy+yx = yx+xy, 

5 
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(iii) (5, + , •) is a subdirect product of ID-semirings for which one of the reducts 
is a semilattice, 

(iv) (S, + , •) divides the direct product of (1) a distributive bisemilattice, (2) 
a normal semiring for which the additive reduct is a rectangular band and the multi-
plicative reduct a semilattice, and (3) a normal semiring for which the additive reduct 
is a semilattice and the multiplicative reduct a rectangular band. 

Proof . Let (S, + , •) be an ID-semiring which satisfies (i). Then (S, + , •) 
+ 

is a subdirect product of S/S) and S/©, where the multiplicative reduct of S/2D is 
+ 

a semilattice, and the additive reduct of S/© is a semilattice. Thus (i) implies (iii). 
It follows from Theorems 1.1 to 1.4 that (iii) implies (iv). Let us now suppose that 
(S, + , •) satisfies (iv). Clearly the normal semirings listed in (iv) all satisfy (2.1), 
and so (5, + , •) satisfies (2.1): consequently (iv) implies (ii). Let us suppose that 

+ 
(S, + , •) satisfies (2.1). We know that the © fl ©-classes are rectangular. On the + 
other hand, the ©fl©-classes form subalgebras which satisfy (2.1). It is an easy 
matter to check that a left-zero semiring, a right-zero semiring, a nest or a dual nest 
can only satisfy (2.1) if they are trivial. From Corollary 0.2 we conclude that the + 
©fl©-classes of (S, + , •) must be trivial. Thus (ii) implies (i). 

Let K be a fixed class of algebras of finite type and Kx, K2 subclasses of K. 
The product o K2 is the class of all algebras A from K on each of which one can 
find a congruence 9 such that A/9eK2 and such that all 0-classes form subalgebras 
which belong to K t [3]. 

Theorem 3. The variety of ID-semirings is the product of the variety of rectan-
gular semirings and the variety of ID-semirings which satisfy the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem 2. 

•. + 
Proof . The canonical homomorphism 9: S—S/@XS/@ induces the con-

+ . + 
gruence relation © f l © on S. Clearly satisfies the equivalent condi-

+ 
tions (i) to (iv) of Theorem 2, and the (©D©)-classes form rectangular semirings. 

Remark that we can construct rectangular semirings and the semirings which 
appear in (iv) of Theorem 2 in terms of sets, semilattices and distributive lattices by 
our results of Section 0. We now give a decomposition for arbitrary ID-semirings; 
we use Theorem 1.6, and we shall generalize it. 

Lemma 4. The greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of an ID-semiring 
(5, + , •) is a distributive lattice if and only if S satisfies the generalized absorption 
law (1.7). 

Proof . It should be clear that the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image 
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of an ID-semiring which satisfies (1.7) must be a distributive lattice. Let us now sup-
pose that the greatest bisemilattice homomorphic image of the ID-semiring ( £ , + , • ) 

. + + . + • • + . . + 
is a distributive lattice S/9V&. Since © n © Q © V ^ , we have that ©V©,/©D© 

+ 
is the least congruence on S/©fI© for which the quotient is a bisemilattice, and' 

(S/© fl fl ©) = is a distributive lattice. By Theorem 1 and 
+ 

Theorem 3 we know that S/©r1© is a normal semiring, and so by Lemma 1.5 we 
+ 

may conclude that the normal semiring .£/©0© satisfies (1.7). Let a and b be any 

elements of S. We denote the ©fl©-class containing a and b by a and E respectively. 
+ 

Then a(a+b+a)a£a(a+E+a)a=a since 5 / © f l © satisfies (1.7). Then a, 
a(a+b+a)a€a, and since the multiplicative reduct of a is rectangular we have 
a(a+b+a)a=a. Thus (S, + , •) satisfies (1.7). 

Theorem 5. Every ID-semiring is the Plonka sum of a semilaitice ordered 
system of ID-semirings which satisfy the generalized absorption law (1.7). 

Proof . Let (5, + , •) be any ID-semiring, and let us consider the normal semi-
+ _ _ 1 + 

ring 5 / © f l © = S . For any a£S, a will denote the ©fl©-class containing a. It 
follows from Theorem 1.6 that S is the Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered system of 
normal semirings satisfying (1.7) 

(2-2) (Y,(Sx)xir,((pXtfi)0Sa.Xtfi iY)-

For any a 6 Y, let Sa={cr|aeSa}. 
Let a€5 a , and let in Y. Let x be any element ota<patfi, aind consider 

b=axa. Then axaeaxa=a<pa p, and so b is an element of a(p„tP which satisfies 
ab=ba=b. Then a+bia+E=d(pa>e, and so a+b=Ca+b)b(a-\-b)=ia+b)(ba+b2)= 
=(a+b)b=ab+b2=b, and similarly b+a=b. By symmetry we may conclude 
that an element b of d(pXifi is a solution of ay=ya=y if and only if b is a solution 
of a+y—y+a=y. Let b and b' be any elements of a<pXtf such that ab=ba=b 
and ab'=b'a—b'. Since a<px,p forms a rectangular semiring, we have from the 
foregoing 

b = (b+b')+b = (b+b')+aba = (b+b'+a)(b+b'+b)(b+b'+d) = 

= (b+b')b(b+b0 = b+b' = (b+b')b'(b+b') = 

= (a+b+b'W+b+b'Xa+b+b') = ab'a+(b+b') = b'+b+b' = b'. 

Hence a+y=y+a—y has a unique solution in aq>Xtfi, and this solution coincides 
with the unique solution of ay=ya=y in a(pXtfi. We define the mapping 
Sx-*Sp by the requirement that for every a€Sa, a^/Xifi is the imique solution in 

5« 
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a<pXtP of the above considered equations. It follows from our considerations that 
ipXtP is well-defined. 

Let u$ consider the system 

(2-3) , . ( Y , ( S . \ s r , <}!>,. 

It should be obvious that for every a 6 Y, Sa and Sa have the same greatest bisemi-. 
lattice homomorphic image which is a distributive lattice. Therefore Sx is an ID-
semiring which satisfies (1.7) for all aeY. Evidently SaC\Sp=0 if a ¿¿ft since 
S . n 3 , = 0 in'that case. 

.. Let <z, P€Y, with fi^a, and let us suppose that a, a'eSa. Then b=aijja:p, 
b'=a'4ix-p£Sp, and bb' €EE'=dq>XtPa'(paP=aa'(p!liP. Further, 

. ' bb' = (b+aW+if) = bb'+ba'+ab'+aa' 

implies that bb'+aa'=bb', and similarly aa'+bb'=bb'. Hence bb'={acT)\liatP, 
and so, (aaO^, a - ( # « , ¡¡) («'•/'a, p) • Analogously (a+a,)lAcr, „ = ? + a V«, p • We 
conclude that. (il/a?p)psa.,a,pzr a family of homomorphisms. It should be obvious 
that for every a€T, ij/a,x is the identity mapping on Sa. Further, let y^fi^a in Y, 
and let a€Sx. Let us put ai//XtP=b and b\pPty~c. Then bed(pxP, and c$.E<pPy= 
==a(pot^(pPy=d(pxy. Further ab—ba=b and bc=cb=c imply ac=ca=c, and 
so c=a\J/x y: Thus il/xP\]/Pty=i]/xy. We conclude that (2.3) is a semilattice ordered 
system of ID-semirings which satisfy the generalized absorption law (1.7). 

Finally, let a£Sx and beSp, and put mj/x<xP=a' and bi//PiXP=b'. Then 
a'b' ea'E'=a<pXt!lpEq>pxp=ah=ab, hence a'b' and ab belong to the same rectangular 
semiring a'b'-ab. Further, a'b' = (a'+a) {b'+b)=a'b'+a'b+ab'+ab and so 
a'b'+ab=a'b'. Similary ab+a'b'^a'b', and thus ab=ab+a'b'+ab=a'b' We.con-
clude that ab=(d4/aixp)(b\pp ap) and by symmetry, a+b=(a^xixp)+(b\j/fiap). Con-
sequently, (S, + , •) is the Plonka sum of the system (2.3). 

The reader may check that for any a, j8eF, with and azSx , we have 
afyXtP—b if and only if a(a+b+a)a=b. Thus we can conclude to the following. 

Coro l la ry 6. For any ID-semiring (S, +, •), 

. /: S2 - S, (x,y) - x(x+y+x)x 
is a partition function. 

Proof . Immediate from the proof of the foregoing and from [8]. 

Problem. Let (S, + , •) be an ID-semiring where (S, + ) is a semilattice. 
By. Theorem 2.1 (S, •) must be a normal band. Characterize the normal bands which 
can be realized in this way. Remark that [16] and [17] give information about the 
norrrial band? (5, • ) where (5, + , •) is an ID-semiring for which {S, +.) is a chain: 
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